This assignment is optional and will add 0.25 to 1 points to your final grade depending on the quality of the report. Send your reports to farimafarahani@ce.sharif.edu by Tir, 19th.

For this assignment, you are going to summarize an English Computer Science essay. The essay can be up to 4 pages long and your summary should be around 500 words long. The topic of the essay could be any Computer Science subject you are interested in but select an essay that you understand well in a way that you can summarize it clearly.

Please note that, you should not copy statements from the main essay or any other source; write your own statements and rephrase statements that exist in the main essay. Any kind of copying will not only make you lose this assignment’s points, but also will cause you lose additional points; consequently, if you intend to prepare it by copying, you would better not write it.